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Abstract

Plan synchronization is a method of analyzing multi-
agent plans to introduce ordering constraints between
them so that their concurrent execution achieves a de-
sired goal. We describe a plan synchronization method
for goals expressed using temporal logic specifications.
Our goals can involve both qualitative and quantita-
tive time requirements. The requirements expressed
by a goal can involve safety constraints as well as live-
ness ones. The key to our method is a technique for
checking goal formulas incrementally over models of
concurrent executions of plans. Our approach covers
more general goal types than any comparable method.
It also promises easy integration with standard AI
planning search control and heuristic strategies.

Introduction
Multiagent plan synchronization is a method of an-
alyzing plans of concurrent agents in order to add
synchronization constraints between them such that
their concurrent execution satisfies a given temporal
property (Stuart 1985; Shoham ~ Tennenholtz 1994).
We describe a method for synchronizing multiagent
plans from goals described by Metric Temporal Logic
(MTL) formulas (Koymans 1990; Alur & Henzinger
1993). MTL is an extension of Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) (Emerson 1990), with explicit time constraints
on the temporal modalities eventually, always, and un-
til.

The idea of applying modal temporal logic to syn-
chronize multiagent plans is not new. In particular,
Stuart (Stuart 1985) implemented a multiagent plan
synchronizer based on a theorem proving method devel-
oped by Manna and Wolper (Manna & Wolper 1984).
In this approach, the goal and the plans to be synchro-
nized are both expressed by an e~tended LTL fornmla,
and then a decision procedure of e~tended LTL is used
to obtain a model satisfying this formula and from
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which a plan can be extracted. As a matter of fact,
the planner described in (Stuart 1985) accepts plans
specified using an operational language; however, they
are replaced with extended LTL formulas during the
initialization of the planning process. Note that this
approach can be easily extended to synchronize plans
using MTL specifications by applying the MTL deci-
sion procedure.

We describe an alternative method that uses model
checking. Our method operates explicitly on plans
described operationally without translating them into
declarative formulas. Specifically, we use plans to gen-
erate models that are validated by comparison to the
given MTL goal formulas. The processes of generating
models from plans and checking MTL goal formulas
are concurrent and incremental. Our approach’s main
advantage is separating the actions of the agents and
the goal throughout the planning process. This facil-
itates plan debugging. Moreover, as we discuss later,
this seems more promising in terms of controlling the
search process of the planner.

Note that a primitive action can be treated as an
atomic plan. If the input of our plan synchroniza-
tion method consists solely of the possible primitive
actions of the agents, then the plan synchronization
task reduces to a plan synthesis one. Classical multia-
gent planning systems are based on a final-state notion.
In such systems, an agent executes a sequence of ac-
tions in order to reach a given goal state (Lansky 1988;
Georgeff 1987; Kabanza 1990). Our framework is very
similar to reactive planning (Godefroid ~ Kabanza
1991; Drummond ~z Bresina 1990; Shoham & Tennen-
holtz 1994) in that our agents tend much more to reac-
tively invoke reaction rules based on their current state
than to follow a preset action sequence.

In fact, we view each agent in a concurrent system
as continuously responding to other agents in the sys-
tem or external to it. Such agents generally have ar-
bitrary long, ideally nonterminating, executions. For
instance, an air-traffic control system can be seen as
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formed of software agents that continuously sense the
arrival of flights in order to schedule the landings. A
distributed database system can also be considered as
consisting of software agents that continuously com-
municate between each other or with an external user.
The behaviors of these kind of agents are quite often
characterized by liveness goals which must be satisfied
by each infinite execution of the system. Hence there
is a need of handling liveness goals appropriately in
planners for such multiagent systems. Contrary to the
previous approaches for synthesizing multiagent plans,
our framework treats liveness requirements that are
explicitly specified in the goal.

In this paper, we assume that the coordination be-
tween agents in a multiagent system is handled by
one central coordinator, that is, the plan synchro-
nizer. This synchronizer has global knowledge of the
entire muitiagent system from which it generates in-
dividual synchronized plans for various agents. It
should be noted that such pure central coordination
is not, however, a realistic approach. As has been dis-
cussed by many authors, including Shoham and Ten-
nenholtz (Shoham & Tennenholtz 1994), a more pow-
erful framework would integrate central coordination
with other techniques, such as a negotiation mecha-
nism or safety conventions (also called social laws by
Shoham and Tennenholtz). We will discuss these ex-
tensions in the conclusion.

Although our approach applies to general MTL goals
and other real-time temporal logic goals, due to space
limitations, we will describe how it works only for
a special class of MTL formulas called bounded-time
MTL formulas. We describe our approach by proceed-
ing in four steps, starting with a brief discussion of our
model of plan and action. We then give a brief review
of MTL. Finally we describe our plan synchronization
method, and conclude with some discussions.

Plans and Actions

We view a multiagent system as consisting of a finite
number of concurrent agents, each executing actions
that are specified in an individual plan.

Primitive Actions We model an action as a transi-
tion between two world states, using a STRIPS descrip-
tion language (Fikes & Nilsson 1972). Specifically, each
action is described by a precondition, (i.e., the list of
propositions that must be true in every world state
where the action is applicable), a delete list (i.e., the
list of propositions that must be deleted when the ac-
tion is applied), and an add list (i.e., the list of proposi-
tions that must be added when the action is executed).
As in STRIPS, predicates with variables can be used to
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describe schemas of actions. In addition, our action
language allow interpreted predicates, that is, predi-
cates for which the truth value is obtained from that of
basic predicates. Interpreted predicates are only used
in the preconditions and in goal formulas. They are
not specified in add lists, delete lists, or world-state de-
scriptions, since their truth value is derived from that
of basic propositions. Interpreted predicates make it
easy, for example, to describe actions that depend on
time constraints.

We distinguish between controllable actions that are
performed by the agents being synchronized and un-
controllable (or exogenous) actions that are performed
by an environment. As is explained later, this classifi-
cation allows us to model nondeterminist.ic executions.

Plans A plan for an agent is a set of reaction rules
of the form

S--).{a, S(Xl, t~l),..., s(xn, Vn)},

where S denotes a state of the agent consisting of
propositional symbols that describe facts about the
world or characterize values of internal variables such
as synchronization variables; a is a primitive control-
lable action executable by the agent; and s(xi, vi) are
optional internal instructions for setting variables zi
to values vi. When the set instructions are absent or
understood, we will denote the reaction rule by S -4 a.
We assume that S subsumes the preconditions of a.
An agent executes such a plan by continuously sens-
ing the world and internal data to find a reaction rule
matching the current situation, and then reacting by
performing the action specified by this rule and setting
the specified variables to the corresponding values. If
many different, rules are enabled, one of them is se-
lected nondeterministically.

Hence, a plan only involves controllable actions.
However, as is explained below, some of the propo-
sitions describing a plan state are derived from the en-
vironment’s actions. Hence, the environment’s actions
are only used to generate events when constructing
synchronized plans. They are not explicitly involved
in the execution of plans.

Modeling Plan Execution In order to synchro-
nize plans, we need to predict their possible models
of concurrent executions, evaluate these models as to
whether or not they satisfy aa MTL goal formula, and
modify the plans accordingly. Modeling the execution
of a plan amounts to modeling its sense-then-react ex-
ecution loop.

We model the sense-then-react loop for an agent by
introducing a special agent, the environment, which
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performs only sensing actions. The execution of a
single plan is modeled by a sequence of world states,
where a transition between two states is labeled with
an action, and such that each transition labeled with
environment action is followed by one labeled with the
agent’s action and vice-versa. The concurrent execu-
tion of a set of plans is modeled by interleaving the
world-state sequences corresponding to each plan exe-
cution. As has been noted by Emerson (Emerson 1990)
(page 1017), by picking a sufficiently fine level of granu-
laxity for the primitive actions, any behavior that could
be produced by true concurrency (i.e., true simultane-
ity of actions) can be simulated by interleaving. In
practice, it is helpful to use as coarse a granularity as
possible, so as to reduce the number of interleavings
that must be considered.

In order to generate sequences of world states in
which the environment and agents’ transitions alter-
nate, our search process that generates plan interleav-
ings is run on modified versions of the given original
plans. The modifications consist in introducing a bi-
naxy variable z and the propositions z0 ("z has the
value 0") and zl ("z has the value 1") into the plans,
such that z0 holds in every state where an environ-
ment’s action can be applied, whereas zl holds in every
state where an agent’s action can be applied. Specif-
ically, we add z0 to the antecedent of every environ-
ment’s reaction rule and zl to the antecedent of every
agent’s reaction rule. On the other hand, we add s(z, 1)
to the consequent of every environment’s reaction rule
and s(z, O) to the consequent of every agent’s reaction
rule.

Our search process produces a search graph of inter-
leavings. In this graph, a branching point between
transitions labeled with environment actions repre-
sents a nondeterministic choice, that is, different pos-
sible outcomes of the next sensing operations involved
in the sense-then-react loop after having executed the
agent’s action leading to this state. A branching point
between actions of different agents represents their pax-
allel executions. A branching point between actions
of the same agent represents a plan selection between
these actions. The exploration of the seaxch space is,
however, limited by a combinatorial explosion problem.
We will discuss strategies to deal with this limitation
in the conclusion.

Example I Figure 1 shows a graph of interleavings
of the plans given in Table 2 using the actions pro-
vided in Table 1. The initial world state is {Pl, ql}.
We have two controllable agents: one performing the
actions starting with an a; the other, those starting
with a b; and an environment performing the actions
starting with an e. The goal, which is formally de-

e4
."el

.e4.

Figure 1: A search graph

II Action [Pre [Vd [Add II
al pi ip2}
a2 p3~ ~p3~ [pl}
bl qll .ql [q2}
el p2,ql} p2 {pl}
e2 pl,q2} {q2} {ql}
e3 p2,ql} {p2}
e4 } {}

Table I: Actions for an artificial domain

scribed later (see Example 2), requires that we never
reach the state {P2, qs}. Moreover, each time Pl be-
comes true, we must have Ps within 3 time units and,
similarly, each time ql becomes true, we must have q~
within 3 time units. Assuming that each sense-then-
react step takes I time unit, the problem is to synchro-
nize the given plans. Our approach is to describe the
goal using MTL formulas, to check these formulas on
interleavings of the plans, and to synchronize the plans
accordingly.

This example is a version of the following tileworid
traffic problem, which we have simplified for the sake
of claxity. We have three agents in Figure 2 (A, B, and
C) that are controllable and associated with plans for
reacting to the traffic of an environment that controls
the move of the tiles E and F. The tile F moves con-
tinuously clockwise along the rectangle formed by the
corner cells (1, 0), (1, 4), (4, 4), and (4, 0), at 
solely controlled by the environment. Similarly, E also
moves continuously clockwise, but along the smaller
rectangle. Both F and E always stop at least two time
units before moving in the cell (1, 1) or (1, 3). 

[i Plan [ Reaction rules
PA {pl}-+ al

{p3}-, a2
PB ql}--~ bl
PE p2,ql}-+el

{pl,q2}-+e2
{p2,ql}--te3
{}-*e4

Table 2: Plans for an artificial domain
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agent in the tileworld also has some sensing capabili-
ties. In our example, agents F and E can only sense
agents of type A, B, or C that are in an adjacent cell.
Hence, F and E might collide in the cells (1, 1) or (1, 
since they cannot sense each other. On the other hand,
agents A, B and C can sense any other agent within a
distance of three cells.

Figure 2: A traffic problem in a tileworld

Let us denote a cell by its (z, y) coordinates. The
fact "agent Z is in the cell (z, y)" is denoted by the
propositional symbol Z~:y; the fact "the cell (z, y) 
clear" is denoted by the propositional symbol czy; the
action "move agent Z in the direction d" is denoted by
mdZ; the grid is oriented such that north is up. We are
given plans PA, PB, Pc, and PE, respectively, for A,
B, C, and the environment, and a goal; the problem is
to synchronize them so that their concurrent execution
satisfies the goal:

¯ PA: {E31,AOO}-+meA; {c31, c21,c11,A10} -+
m tlJ A .

¯ PB: {F20, B22}--~msB; {c20, clO, ell,B21} -+
mnB.

¯ Pc: {EO2, CO4}-+msC; {cli,c12, c13, C04} --~
~nC.

¯ PE: {}--re, where e describes the operation of
sensing the presence of agent E or F, respecti-
vely, in cells (3,1),(2,1),(1,1) and (0,2), 
(2,0),(1,0), (1, 1),(1,2) and (1,3). In other 
if applied to a world state, e produces many differ-
ent possible successor world states representing the
possible outcomes of the corresponding sensing op-
erations.

¯ The synchronization goal formula is similar to that
of the previous artificial problem. It simply requires
that no collision or deadlock occur. A deadlock oc-
curs when either E or F is blocked indefinitely by
A, B, or C.

Note that while plans PA, PB, and Pc can control the
traffic of E and F without collision, they might lead
to deadlocks ̄

MTL
In this section, we briefly define the MTL formulas
that we use to describe goals. The reader is referred
to (Koymans 1990; Alur ~g Henzinger 1993) for a more
comprehensive discussion of MTL.

Syntax MTL formulas are constructed from an
enumerable collection of propositional symbols; the
boolean connectives A (and) and -, (not); and the 
poral modalities U~z (until) and D~x (always), where
~- denotes --, _<, or _>, and z is an integer. The formula
formation rules are (1) every propositional symbol p 
a formula and (2) if fl and f~ are formulas, then 
are -’fl, fl A f2, G~= fl, and f2 U~= f1-1 The follow-
ing abbreviations are standard: O~x f - true U~= f
(eventually f), and fl -~ f2 --- "fl V f2 (fl implies f2).

Semantics MTL formulas are interpreted over mod-
els of the form M = (S, rc, T), where S is an infinite
sequence of states so, sl,...; rr is a function that eval-
uates propositional symbols in a state; 2 and T is a
function that associates a time stamp with each state.
As usual, we write (M, s) ~ f if state s in model 
satisfies formula f. In addition to the standard rules
for the boolean connectives, we have that for a state s~
in a model M, a propositional symbol p, and formulas

fl and f2:

¯ (M, si) ~ p iff re(p, si) = true.

¯ (M, si) ~ D~~ fl iff Vj such that "]-(sj) ..~ T(si)q-x,
(M, sj) ~ f,.

¯ (M, si) ~ f, U~= f2 iff 3j such that TCsj) ~- T(si)+
z, (M, sj) ~ f2, and (M, sk) ~ fl for all k, < k < j.

Finally, we say that the model M (or sequence of states
S E M) satisfies a formula f if (M, so) ~ 

Example 2 The formula O<10D>0p means that p
holds within 10 time units andremains true thereafter.
The conjunction of the following formulas is used to ex-
press the goal involved in the previous artificial exam-
ple: (1) D_>0(pl -~O_<ap2) (i.e., each time Pl becomes
true, P2 must also become true within 3 time units);
(2) [n>o(ql--~O<a q2); and (3) O>o-,(p2 

Bounded-time Formulas As was mentioned in the
introduction, we describe our planning algorithm only
for bounded-time MTL formulas. To define them, we
also need a notion of normalized MTL formulas.

1For the sake of simplicity, we do not use the congruence
modulo constraint and the next modality defined in the
standard MTL (Alur & Henzinger 1993).

2The set of propositions true in state s is defined as
{pl~(p, ,) = true}.
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Definition 1 A normalized MTL formula is one in
which only propositional symbols are negated.3 A
bounded-time MTL formula is a normalized MTL for-
mula in which every until modality is of the form U<z
(remember that O<_z is an abbreviation of true U<= f).

All the formulas in Example 2 are bounded-time
ones. Note that a bounded-time response such as
n>0(px --~ O_<sps) conveys a liveness requirement that
must be checked on each infinite execution.

Plan Synchronization Method
Our planner accepts as input a set of plans, a set of
primitive actions, an initial world state, a normalized
bounded-time MTL goal formula, and a function ~r,
which interprets propositions in world states. It re-
turns a set of synchronized plans. Note that if we had
many initial states, the planner would be run on each
of them separately.

The planner proceeds by searching for sequences of
world states formed from plan interleavings and simul-
taneously checking that they satisfy the goal. Synchro-
nized plans are extracted from satisfactory sequences.
The search for satisfactory sequences is based on a no-
tion of progressing an MTL formula through a world
state. In fact, each MTL formula can always be seen as
conveying a present requirement that must be satisfied
in the current state of a sequence of world states and a
future requirement that must be satisfied by the rest of
the sequence. Intuitively, progressing an MTL formula
through a world state is to check that the present re-
quirement of the formula is satisfied by this state and,
if it is, to return the future part; otherwise fa/se is
returned.

Formula Progression Algorithm

The formula progression algorithm is described in Fig-
ure 3. The function Prog accepts as input an MTL
formula f, a world state s, a real number ~, and a func-
tion ~r(p, s) that returns true if the proposition p holds
in the world state s; otherwise fa/se is returned; Prog
returns an MTL formula representing the progression
of f through s. The functions Neg(fl), Conj(fl,fz)
and Disj(fl, f2) return, respectively, -’fl, fl A fz, and
fl V fs. This algorithm is characterized by the following
theorem.

Theorem 1 Let M = (S, ~r, 7") be any MTL model,
and let st be the i-th state in the sequence of states
S. Then, we have for any MTL formula f, (M, st)
f if and only if (M, si+l) ~ Prog(f, si+l,T(s~+x)-

T(s,), ~).
awe obtain a normalized formula equivalent to any MTL

formula by using De Morgan laws and logical equivalences
to propagate the negation symbol inwards.

Algorithm Prog(f,s,t jr)
1. cnsef

p (p a proposition): ~(p, s);
" fl : "~Prog(fl , s, t, ~r);
fl A f~: Prog(fl,s,t, lr) A Prog(fa, s,t, r);
ft V fa: Prog(fl, s, t, ~r) v Prog(f2, s, ~);
Ca=~ f~: if x- t > 0 then n-(=_t) 

else Pro~(f~, s, t, ~);

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
end

then Prog(fl, s, t, 7r) A D<(~_t} fl
else Prag(fh s, t, It);
then O>(=_t) fl
else Prog(fl, s, t, 7r) ̂  I::1>o ft;

ifz - t > 0 then Prog(fhs, t, =)Afl Uf(z-O ]’2
else Prog(f2, s, t, It);

lIU<_= f2:
ifz - t > 0 then Prog(f2, s, t, r)v

(Prog(fl, s, t, 7r)A fl U_<(=-t) 
else Prog(f2, s, t, lr);

Table 3: Progression algorithm for bounded-time for-
mulas.

The proof for this theorem follows easily from the
semantics of MTL formulas by observing that the for-
mula progression algorithm implements interpretation
rules for the semantics axioms in the previous section.

Search Process Algorithm

We search for sequences of world states that satisfy a
bounded-time MTL formula by progressing it through
these world states. The main effect of this goal pro-
gression is to prune those sequences that violate main-
tained subgoals or eventuality deadlines. More pre-
cisely, we generate a graph of search states, where each
search state is an MTL formula of the form zi A w A m:
zi is either z0 or zl (i.e., the propositions that were
used to extend plans in order to interleave them as was
indicated in Section ); tv is a conjunction of proposi-
tions denoting a world state; and f an MTL formula.

The initial search state is z0A w0 A m0 where tv is the
input initial world state and m0 - Prog(m, w, 0, ~),
with m the input goal. Note that progressing m
through w using the time difference 0 amounts to
checking that the present part of m is consistent with
!/].

The successor of a search state zi Awl A rnl un-
der the application of a reaction rule S ~ o is the
search state zj A w2 A ms, where zj = zO if zi = zl,
otherwise zj - zl; ws --apply-action(S,o, wl) and

ms -- Prog(m,w,t, Tc), with t - 0 if zi -- 0 (i.e., if
o is an environment’s action), otherwise t -- 1. The
use of time duration 0 to progress formulas over en-
vironment transitions and 1 over agent transitions is
bolstered by the fact that we have assumed that each
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sense-then-react step takes 1 time unit. The function
apply-action(S, o, wl) proceeds as follows: ifS holds in
w, then the function returns the world state obtained
from t01 by deleting the delete list of o, adding the add
list of o, and updating internal variables as indicated
by the instructions in the consequent of the reaction
rule; otherwise, it returns false.

The search state false is a sink. A search state
z0 A w A m that has a transition leading to a sink also
becomes a sink. Each time we reach a search state
z0 A w A f that has no corresponding action enabled
by a plan, other than the environment idle action (i.e.,
one which does not change the world, such ms e4 in Ex-
ample 1), we check if f involves any eventuality modal-
ity. If it does, the state becomes a sink. Otherwise,
this state is successful since we can satisfy its require-
ment by staying in it forever: there is no risk of being
moved out by the environment since no action, other
than idle, is enabled. Each time we reach a search
state zl A tv A f that has no corresponding action en-
abled by a plan, or for which all enabled actions lead
to sinks, we apply a dummy action itl (i.e., increment
time by 1), which has the time duration 1, and empty
add and delete lists. This action only has the effect of
progressing the goal and replacing zl with z0 so that
the environment transitions can be applied in the re-
suiting state. This search procedure is characterized
by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 If the goal formula contains no unboun-
ded-time eventuality, each path of the search graph ter-
minated by a cycle (and not involving sink states) cor-
responds to an infinite sequence of world states satis-
fying the goal formula.

We give a proof sketch for this theorem. First, note
that each path in the search graph is terminated by a
cycle or a sink. The most trivial cycles correspond to a
self loop with the environment idle action. The proof
is trivial for these cycles since they do not involve any
eventuality modality. For the more general case, as-
sume that we have a cycle not containing a sink. The
only problem is that we might have an eventuality for-
mula in some state in the cycle that is progressed all
along the cycle without being achieved. This prob-
lem is ruled out by the following three observations.
First, we always expand states by alternating the ap-
plications of controllable and uncontrollable actions.
Second, each application of an uncontrollable transi-
tion yields a successor state different from the current
one because the z propositions are changed. Third,
the progression of a timely-bounded formula through
a controllable transition yields a formula different from
the current one because the timing constraint of every
bounded-time formula (in particular, every bounded-
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time eventuality) is decremented by the duration of
the controllable action, which is strictly positive. This
means that the progression of the formula in the cur-
rent state cannot yield a formula identical to that of
an ancestor state unless all the bounded-time formu-
las that have been progressed between this state and
the current one have disappeared (i.e., made true or
£alse). The conjunction of these three observations en-
tails that we can have a cycle only if all bounded-time
eventualities have been made true in this cycle (they
cannot have been made false because this would have
generated a sink).

The previous theorem thus indicates that our search
process will be successfully terminated once each en-
vironment transition that is reachable from the ini-
tial world state is in a cycle not involving sink states.
Note that this theorem only holds for bounded-time
formulas. Indeed, the progression of an unbounded-
time eventuality might yield the same formula as an
earlier progression without having the eventuality sat-
isfied anywhere between the two progressions. Our
method can be extended to handle unbounded-time
eventualities by introducing additional mechanisms in
the search process. This extension is, however, beyond
the scope of this paper.

goal= f = [3>_0 -,(p2 A q2) A n>0(pl --* O<_.2 
^ n_>0(ql --* O__.~ q2)

¯ Y0=zo
¯ fl ~-Zl

¯ f2~-ZO

¯ f3~Zl

¯ f4=Z0

¯ fS=Zl

¯ f6=ZO

¯ fT~Zl

A pl A ql A f A 0__.2; p2 A 0<_2 q2;

A pl A ql A f A O<2 p2 A 0<-2 q2;

Ap2 Aql A f ^ 0<_~ q2;

A pl A ql A f A 0<_~ q2 A <><_2 p2;
Ap2 Aql A f A 0<-o q2;

A pl A ql A A O_<0 q2 A 0<_2 p2;

AplAq2 A f A O<1 p2 A f;

A pl A ql A f A O<_1 p2 A O_<2 q2.

Figure 3: A satisfactory cycle for the artificial problem

Example 3 Figure 3 shows a satisfactory cycle for
the problem in Example 1. In this figure, each for-
mula fj+t is obtained by progressing the modal part
of fj through the world state part of fj+l. Moreover,
we have applied the following simplification: O__.k p =
O<kp A O__3, Vk,l such that l > k. Notice the cor-
respondence between the transitions in this cycle and
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those in the interleavings of Figure 1 i

Extracting Plans

We extract synchronized plans from satisfactory paths
terminated by cycles. The extraction process involves a
replacement of the modal part of search states having
equal world states and being in a cycle, with propo-
sitions ranging over values of shared synchronization
variables (remember that a search state consists of 
world state and an MTL formula). The explanation of
this extraction process is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. For the sequence in Figure 3, we will obtain the re-
action rules ~pl, ql, z0} -~ {al, s(~, 1)1, {pl, ql, zl} 
{al,s(z,2)), and {pl,ql, z2} -~ {bl,s(z,0)t; 
proposition zi means "the variable z has the value i."

It can be shown that if the plan synchronization
problem has a solution, then our algorithm will sooner
or later terminate successfully. However, the size of
the state space can be very large such that an effective
termination would require heuristic search strategies.
This is further discussed below.

As has been explained so far, our approach only gen-
erates sequential plans. We can generate parallel plans
by considering simultaneous transitions explicitly. For
instance, we have to consider the transition labeled
with {al, bx} from the state Ix in Figure 3, in addition
to those labeled solely with ax or bl. This must be
done because the simultaneous execution of a: and bl
lasts 1 time unit. Although it leads to the same world
state as the interleavings of ax and bl, it has a different
time duration, hence a different progressed subgoal. In
other words, we have two search states having the same
world state but different goals. However, such an ap-
proach requires us to consider an exponential number
of possible transitions in each search state.

We are currently finalizing a more practical approach
that avoids this combinatorial explosion. In this new
approach, we can still reason about simultaneous exe-
cutions solely using interleavings, that is, without ap-
plying subsets of actions. With this new approach the
search space reduces to S × G, with S being the num-
ber of world states reachable from the initial state, and
G the number of different subgoals that can be pro-
gressed. It can be shown that G is O(2’~xk), with 
being the number of different modal operators in the
input goal and k the greatest action duration. This
worst-case complexity bound is, however, overly pes-
simistic since a considerable number of search states
will consist of sinks. Results of this approach will ap-
pear in a subsequent paper.

Although the new approach reduces the combina-
torial explosion considerably, the number of possible
states that axe not sinks remains tremendous even for

medium-scaled problems. This means that an exhaus-
tive exploration of the states of S x G that are not
sinks is not practical in reactive planning in which the
synchronizer must generate solutions within very short
deadlines. Exhaustive exploration of search spaces has
been proven effective in hardware and protocol verifi-
cation using efficient implementation techniques (e.g.,
see (Emerson 1990) for a starting point). However, 
does not seem realistic to expect similar effectiveness
for exhaustive exploration in reactive planning. In-
deed, an acceptable output delay for verification tools
is on the order of minutes or hours for many practical
problems, whereas it is on the order of milliseconds or
seconds for many reactive planning problems. Below,
we conclude with some strategies that we think could
enhance our method, making it effective in planning
applications.

Conclusions

We have described a method for synchronizing plans
based on model checking of MTL goal specifications.
Our method handles qualitative as well as quantita-
tive time specifications. We think that our method
has significant potential for real applications. This
will require, however, appropriate mechanisms to deal
with the combinatorial state explosion. We are in-
vestigating the integration of some available AI plan-
ning and multiagent planning techniques for this pur-
pose. For instance, it seems natural to extend our
planning algorithm using search control-strategies ex-
pressed with temporal logic formulas. Such strategies
were proven to be effective in different classical plan-
ning problems (Bacchus & Kabanza 1995). Along sim-
ilar lines, we are interested in adapting classical heuris-
tic exploration algorithms, such as best-first or A*. In
these algorithms, one specifies a heuristic function as-
signing a merit to each state in the search graph de-
pending on how it looks close to a given goal state.
Using these merits, search states are selected for ex-
pansion in the order of their promise. We are studying
a generalization of similar approaches using the obser-
vation that, instead of a notion of final goal state, we
have a notion of final goal cycle. We are also investi-
gating partial order search techniques similar to those
in (Godefroid &~ Kabanza 1991) that could moderate
the tradeoffs incurred by a model of concurrent exe-
cutions with nondeterministic interleaving of actions.
Another interesting extension would be to use modular
representations of actions that abstract over large sets
of states.

Plan synchronization is complementary to other
techniques in multiagent planning. In particular, it
can be combined with negotiation and the social laws
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of Shoham and Tennenholtz (Shoharn & Tennenholtz
1994). The idea behind social laws is to design agents
that obey a number of basic safety conventions such
that to reduce the number of possible conflicts when
they interact. These conflicts can then be resolved us-
ing synchronization techniques or negotiation mecha-
nisms. For example, in a domain of mobile robots,
we could adopt that each robot should keep to the
right of the path much like cars do on streets. In this
way, possible conflicts should occur mostly at crossings.
We could exploit this knowledge to explore the search
space using descriptions of actions that abstract over
states without potential conflicts. These are some of
the extensions that we believe could make our method
useful in practical applications.
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